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ELECTRICITY PRICES — PREMIER’S COMMENTS 

719. Mr M. McGOWAN to the Premier: 
I refer to the Premier’s comments on ABC radio on 6 September 2012 in relation to electricity prices when he 
said that the good news for consumers, householders and small business is that those increases are now past us 
and we can now look forward to only modest increases at around the inflation rate or maybe a little bit more; and 
I refer to the letter from the Under Treasurer, Mr Tim Marney, to the shadow Treasurer dated 31 October 2012 in 
which Mr Marney, again in relation to electricity prices, states — 

While I understand there has been recent commentary by the Premier on this issue, I am yet to be 
informed of a formal decision by Cabinet in this context. 

(1) Has the Premier made a decision to implement his commitment of keeping electricity prices at or 
around the inflation rate? 

(2) If not, why has he claimed that he has? 

(3) If so, why has the Under Treasurer not been informed? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 
(1)–(3) What a peculiar question. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: It’s about whether or not you’re dinkum. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Before I answer the question, I wish all members of Parliament and the staff of the 
Parliament a very safe Christmas and holiday period. I assume that this will be our last day of sitting, but it may 
be a long day. 

I do not want to rehash the whole electricity debate. We have done that several times. 
Mrs M.H. Roberts: You’re embarrassed. 
Mr C.J. BARNETT: If the member for Midland had bothered to read what I had to say in this Parliament 
during the time of the Gallop and Carpenter governments — 
Mrs M.H. Roberts interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Member for Midland! 

Mr M. McGowan: That’s not the question. The question is very simple. Treat question time with respect. 

The SPEAKER: Leader of the Opposition! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I think some members were here then. I warned of the consequences of breaking up 
Western Power into four utilities and the consequences of trying to bring a range of policies into a small 
electricity market covering Perth — 

Mr M. McGowan: Just before you voted for it. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I warned that this would not lower prices; it would increase prices. Very few people 
listened to me, unfortunately. I hate to say it, but I just might have been right. I remember the former Treasurer 
and the former Premiers saying that disaggregating Western Power would lower electricity prices. Did it 
happen? No. When this government came to power, we had within the four electricity utilities — 

Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Mr Speaker, again I sound like a broken record. Apart from the obvious cost of running 
four utilities instead of perhaps two, there was a debt level—a deficit, if you like—within those four electricity 
utilities of around a billion dollars. This government had no choice but to act upon that. Indeed, when the 
opposition was in government, it imposed a price freeze and tried to conceal the rising costs within the system. 
Those costs were real costs in terms of fuel and operational staff. Indeed, the workforce of the four utilities 
exploded. All those reasons contributed to that. This government did the unpopular thing, and it has been the 
opposition’s single policy point for the last four years. We raised electricity prices by a significant amount. Do 
members think we liked doing that? Do members think we liked imposing that cost on consumers? But there 
were only two choices: either electricity consumers had to pay or the taxpayer had to pay. It seems to me that the 
primary cost should be on electricity consumers. 
Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 
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Mr C.J. BARNETT: Even with those significant price rises, the state government is still subsidising electricity 
prices by in excess of $300 million a year. The point is that the difficult decision was made and therefore 
consumers of electricity, both householders and small business, will not see those increases again. They can 
expect to see increases that will be moderate. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: When is that decision being made? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: When is that going to happen? A year ago we increased prices by five per cent; this year 
they increased by three and a half per cent. I think they are moderate increases, when the overall cost has risen 
dramatically. There are some real reforms that need to happen within the economics and the engineering of that 
sector, and the government is working on that right now to reduce some of the real costs of operation, as distinct 
from the sleight of hand proposed by opposition members to take money from the taxpayer and give it to 
electricity consumers and say that they have solved the problem. That was exactly the same sort of sleight of 
hand they tried in opposition. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Members! 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: I have not seen any correspondence by the Under Treasurer, and I do not believe he has 
written to me. I do not know whether he has written to the energy minister. It is not a perfect system. The Under 
Treasurer may have his view. That is fine; I do not have a difficulty with that. As has happened year in and year 
out, it will be the state government at the time of the budget that will set the electricity price. If we are re-elected, 
we will set an electricity price at the time of the next state budget. Again, I restate: it will be a modest increase in 
electricity prices—if not around the inflation rate, then slightly above it. 
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